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Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, we are going to
have our August member meeting virtually at 7 pm August 25th
via “Zoom” meeting software. Click Zoom meeting link below.
This will allow up to 100 WCABA members to listen in and watch
our Beekeeping 101 session as well as conducting a Q&A.
You do not need to sign up for an account to join the meeting just a device and internet connection are required. If you are you
planning to join from an iPhone or iPad, be sure to download this
application first: https://apps.apple.com/us/app/zoom-cloudmeetings/id546505307
We look forward to seeing you Tuesday night @ 7PM!
Topic: August Virtual Member Meeting
Time: Aug 25, 2020 07:00 PM Central Time (US and Canada)
Join Zoom Meeting https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83200771283?
Dial in: +1 346 248 7799
Meeting ID: 823 0077 1383
Passcode: 220849
PROGRAM

Speaker: Les Crowder,
Beekeeper and Author

REFRESHMENTS:
Provided by Red Poppy Coffee
Lisa Hoekstra
SCHOLARSHIP CHAIR:
Jimmie Oakley
512-507-3009
jimmie.oakley@gmail.com
QUEEN CHAIR:
Ginny Stubblefield
512-636-6813
ginny@options2sell.com

Topic: The Wisdom and Experience of over 45 Years
in Beekeeping.
(see Speaker Notes for more info)
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Speaker Notes:

Les Crowder has been a beekeeper
for over 45 years. He developed his interest while
helping his grandfather remove a swarm from a
neighborhood tree. Les has kept his bees without
antibiotics, miticides or other chemical inputs for
much of this time.
Author of Top-Bar Beekeeping, Les designed his
own top-bar hives, finding them more natural to the
honeybee nature and far less expensive than
alternatives. Les also set about discovering how to
treat
disease
and
genetic
weaknesses
through holistic and chemical free intervention, plantbased medicine and promoting selective breeding for
health and disease resistance. Les puts the wellness of
Les Crowder -Top Bar Hive Beekeeper the honeybee above all else, as she labors enough on
her own and does not need to be pushed via toxic chemicals to produce more.
He served as New Mexico's Honeybee Inspector for many years as well as the President of the
New Mexico Beekeepers Association multiple times. In his early years he worked on farms with
4,000 or more hives, learning mostly what not to do. Since then Les has taught Natural Beekeeping
methods across the world in English, Spanish, and Portuguese. He is an avid storyteller and has
spoken annually at the NM Organic Farm Conference. Les Crowder's book Top-Bar Beekeeping
has sold in over 60 different languages since its' inception.
Currently Les is writing another book, speaks globally about chemical free natural beekeeping,
offers natural top-bar beekeeping classes across the U.S. and abroad, and is available for consulting
in his current city Cibilo, Texas.
Join us as we learn from Les’s wisdom and experience on Tuesday evening August 25th @ 7PM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Membership Report:
New members
Sabrina Lenore and Chris Lander.
Will and Jenn Gonzalez.
Brent Teer.

Austin
Cedar Park
Round Rock

Renewing members
Gary and Linda Bible.

Liberty Hill
Shirley Doggett - Membership
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Research Pearls
Bee disease spreading via flowers
One in 11 flowers carries disease-causing parasites known to contribute to
bee declines, according to a Cornell University study that identifies how
flowers act as hubs for transmitting diseases to bees and other pollinators.
The study, published July 20 in Nature Ecology and Evolution, also found
that one in eight individual bees had at least one parasite.
The study was conducted in field sites in upstate New York, where the
Phil Anslie - President
researchers screened 2,624 flowers from 89 species and 2,672 bees from 110
species for bee parasites through an entire growing season. They used molecular data to identify
five common protozoan (free-living, single-celled) and fungal parasites.
The researchers found three main factors -- flower abundance, numbers of social bees and bee
diversity -- played roles in disease transmission.
As the season progresses, the number of flowers goes up. For example, in the fall, flower-laden
goldenrod dominates many New York fields. At the same time, the proportion of flowers with
parasites goes down, lowering the risk that a bee will pick up a parasite when it visits a flower.
"That has really important conservation implications, because if you want to limit disease
spread, just plant a lot of flowers," said McArt, adding that planting flowers also provides food
for pollinators. "It's a win-win: If we plant flowers and create a lot of forage, we can also dilute
disease."

Native bees also facing novel pandemic
Colorado University Boulder researchers have found there is growing evidence that another
"pandemic," as they call it, has been infecting bees around the world for the past two decades and
is spreading: a fungal pathogen known as Nosema.
Yet while it's been documented across Europe, Canada and even in Kenya, this infection has
almost exclusively been recorded in the European honeybee, the recognizable commercial
pollinator. Their findings, published in Plos Pathogens, reveal that almost nothing is known
about the impact of this pathogen on native, solitary bees, which make up the majority of the
approximately 20,000 bee species on the planet.
Another major threat for native bees is pathogen spillover, when infected bees from
commercial hives leave the fungus on flowers and native bees pick it up. These native bees,
having never encountered this pathogen before, could be much more susceptible to its negative
effects.
The same thing could happen in reverse: If a novel strain of Nosema develops in native bees,
that more aggressive strain could then find its way back into commercial honeybee populations -who wouldn't have resistance to that particular version of it.
Without knowing how Nosema is affecting native, solitary bees, a whole pandemic and its
ecological consequences could be going on unnoticed.

Wild bees depend on the landscape structure
Sowing strips of wildflowers along conventional cereal fields and the increased density of
flowers in organic farming encourage bumblebees as well as solitary wild bees and hoverflies.
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Bumblebee colonies benefit from flower strips along small fields, but in organic farming, they
benefit from large fields. This research was carried out by agroecologists from the University of
Göttingen in a comparison of different farming systems and landscape types. The results of the
study have been published in the Journal of Applied Ecology.

Soap bubbles pollinated a pear orchard without damaging delicate flowers
Soap bubbles facilitated the pollination of a pear orchard by delivering pollen grains to targeted
flowers, demonstrating that this whimsical technique can successfully pollinate fruit-bearing
plants. The study, from the Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology in Nomi, Japan,
and published June 17 in the journal iScience, suggests that soap bubbles may present a low-tech
complement to robotic pollination technology designed to supplement the work of vanishing
bees.
After confirming through optical microscopy that soap bubbles could, in fact, carry pollen
grains, Miyako and Xi Yang, his coauthor on the study, tested the effects of five commercially
available surfactants on pollen activity and bubble formation.
Miyako and Yang then loaded the solution into a bubble gun and released pollen-loaded
bubbles into a pear orchard, finding that the technique distributed pollen grains (about 2,000 per
bubble) to the flowers they targeted, producing fruit that demonstrated the pollination's success.
Finally, the researchers loaded an autonomous, GPS-controlled drone with functionalized soap
bubbles, which they used to direct soap bubbles at fake lilies (since flowers were no longer in
bloom) from a height of two meters, hitting their targets at a 90% success rate when the machine
moved at a velocity of two meters per second.
Although this approach to pollination appears promising, more techniques are still needed to
improve its precision. Plus, with soap bubbles, weather is key -- raindrops can wash away pollenbearing bubbles from flowers, while strong winds might blow them astray.

Bees grooming each other can boost colony immunity
Honeybees that specialize in grooming their nestmates (allogroomers - meaning to clean and
maintain other bees) to ward off pests play a central role in the colony, finds a new UCL and
University of Florence study published in Scientific Reports, bees also appear to have stronger
immune systems, possibly enabling them to withstand their higher risk of infection, according to
the findings published in Scientific Reports.
"Here, we found worker bees that specialize in allogrooming are highly connected within their colonies, and
have developed stronger immune systems”. Dr Alessandro Cini
As allogrooming would likely put the grooming bees at an elevated risk of contracting pathogens and
parasites, the researchers tested their immune systems, and found that their hemolymph (like blood, but for
insects) could more effectively clear out potentially harmful bacteria than the immune systems of other bees
in the colony.
Co-author Dr Rita Cervo from the University of Florence said: "By identifying a striking difference in the
immune systems of the allogrooming bees, which are involved in tasks important to colony-wide immunity
from pathogens, we have found a link between individual and social immunity."
The researchers did not detect any differences in how well the allogroomer bees could detect when other
bees needed grooming, as their antennae were not more finely-tuned to relevant odours. It is possible they
can detect who needs grooming in other ways, such as by noticing the 'grooming invitation dance' whereby
bees shake their whole body from side-to-side.
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Build Gardens that Attract Bees
Bees are attracted to the plants in your garden!
by Rachel Glass – CNG

If you live in Central Texas and have bees or would like to support bees, you will most likely
want to explore Central Texas gardening and native wildflowers. To learn more about gardening, I
became a certified Bell County Master Gardener. It introduced me to a wide range of Texas native
landscape plants. While you won’t feed all your bees with one garden (the neighborhood does), it
is worth the effort to have at least one seasonal garden to SEE your bees in action. Salvia, Russian
Sage, Mealy Blue Sage, Gaura, Turk’s Cap, Lamb’s Ear, Almond Verbena and Winter
Honeysuckle are favorites in my garden.
Successful gardens are planned. What
do you do first? Make a rough map of
your property. Draw the “hard-scape”, a
diagram of where all the “edges” in the
landscape are located, the fence line, the
front entrance to your property, the
driveway, sidewalks, walkways, existing
structures, sitting areas, fountains, existing
trees, shrubs and gardens. Go inside your
house and look out the windows for
“sight” lines… where would you like to
see a garden bed when you look out the
window? When you go for a walk, where
do you imagine a fabulous garden. Where
do you want to see your bees in action?
Imagine: Add a 30-50 foot “hedge row” (my favorite concept) to an existing hardscape “edge” in your
yard. I did several. In the last one I alternated Cenizo (Texas Sage) and Rosemary. On another I alternated
Russian Sage and Winter Honeysuckle.

Research how large the plants will get at maturity and plan the row width accordingly. In the
beginning, before hedge rows, I planted one kind of plant here and a different one there… it was
just not enough. It was going to take multiple plants and a plan, a master plan.
So make a plan and just get started. You have to start somewhere. Best case, you experience and
learn, worst case you have to dig it up and move it (you still learn)!
1. What types of plants do I need? Two types of plants, perennial and annual plants can be
planted each season. Perennial plants come back every year if healthy soil conditions, water and
mulch are consistently applied. Annuals (i.e. Zinnias) need to be planted again each year from seed
or transplants.
2. When to plant? …to get blooms when needed? Read and print out a helpful PDF from the
Natural Gardener on Attracting Bees. Includes a native plant list and illustrates their (staggered)
bloom times throughout the year.
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Plant perennial shrubs and trees (from a nursery) in fall or early spring. Be sure to mulch, mulch,
mulch! For annuals, plant seeds indoors and transplant to the garden after the last frost. Be on the
lookout for plants that help bees year-round like Almond Verbena and others that are seasonal
bloomers like Mealy Blue Sage which blooms in the heat of the summer and Winter Honeysuckle
that only blooms in winter. I found Winter Honeysuckle at the Natural Gardener in Austin a couple
of years ago and again last year. It becomes an awesome hedge unto itself! Eventually it may reach
6-9 feet tall and just as wide!
• “To attract bees throughout the season you will need plants that provide both pollen and nectar.
Choose plants with staggered bloom times to ensure a consistent food source throughout the year.
Provide a consistent fresh water source (a bird bath with rocks or pebbles for landing pads).”
• Plant in clumps of multiple individuals of a single species. Creating pockets of different species
like this throughout your landscape creates a larger cache of nutrients…
3. What plants? Get familiar with plants that bees seek out. Print out or download “an Earthwise
guide for Central Texas” by Texas AgriLife Extension, City of Austin: Native and Adapted
Landscape Plants Read up on each tree and shrub looking for those that attract bees. Mark them!
Wildflower seeds should be “thrown out” in a large bed or field in October and covered lightly
with a ¼ inch of soil. Generally, they take 6 days of continuous rain to germinate and just would
not get that opportunity if put out in March…too late!
Grow a sample of your seeds in a small area or pot so you
can see what the plant selection will look like!
*BEDS SHOULD BE AT LEAST 15-25 (45) FEET LONG AND 8-10 FEET DEEP (THINK BIG!)

TEXAS
SAGE (1)

TEXAS
SAGE (1)

Take Field trips to see demonstration gardens! Make
a field trip to the Ladybird Johnson Wildflower Center.
Tour the garden. Make reservations for a tour guide who
can share plant info with you. You’ll want to make a plant
list and take notes. Go at least 2-3 different times. Early
spring (March), late spring (April/May) and fall
(October). They also have landscaping/horticulture
classes, so sign up!
Make a list of plant nurseries that offer strong
collections of Texas native plants and visit them on a
regular basis to see what’s new! (see Texas AgriLife,
Native and Adapted Landscape Plants booklet). Be sure
to include a visit to The Natural Gardener, in Austin,
Grizzly’s Hidden Falls Nursery in Nolanville and
Wright’s Nursery in Briggs.

ROSEMARY
(1)

TEXAS
SAGE (1)

ROSEMARY
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4. What soil conditions do you have? Get a soil test through county AgriLife Extension Office.
It’s all about soil conditions. In Central Texas, to the east of I35 is farmland and at least 8 feet of
good black topsoil, no worries, dig a garden. To the west of I35 is ranch land and plenty of rock,
clay and caliche that doesn’t retain water very well and is short on nutrients for plants. If this is
what you have, in a suburban garden you can bring in bags of garden soil, on acreage you can have
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topsoil and compost delivered by the truck load (18-24 cubic yards) or half-load. Mix compost and
topsoil together, compost by itself is very
porous and requires more water to keep plants
comfortable. A topsoil/compost mix helps
retain water and reduces watering.
5. Landscape Strategies. When planning the
location of each garden, know how much
sunlight or how much shade each will have.
Full sunlight means having at least 6-8 hours
of full sun. Shade or partial shade is less sun.
Study each garden and make a note. This is
critical when choosing plants. Some plants
require full sunlight (i.e. Texas Sage, Lamb’s
Ear, Salvia, vegetables, herbs), some plants
like shade and will burn up in full sun (i.e.
Turk’s Cap, Blue Mistflower).
Imagine: A garden on the east side of a house, will be shaded from the afternoon sun. A garden on the
south side of a house is protected from north winds in winter. Gardens next to trees might also be shaded
or have full sun at different times of the day. Know how
much sun they actually get and when they get it.

6. Where to build a garden bed? Where do you want to invite bees? Some plants like Queen’s
Wreath, a vine, or Russian Sage at maturity will attract lots and lots of bees when blooming.
Imagine: The garden bed could be a mound 12 inches high, 6-8 feet wide by 50 feet long, running down the
side of your driveway or walkway… It will get full sun and soaker hoses can easily connect to a water
source for irrigation. You will be able to plant at least 3 of each different plant, “plant in clumps of multiple
individuals of a single species.” The first year is a great experiment, but you will get the hang of it when
you see the rewards for bees!

Sometimes it is easier to build a raised bed or mounded bed than “dig” a garden bed. Put down a
layer of cardboard on grass/weeds (it will help snuff out weeds and cardboard will eventually
disintegrate, be sure to remove all
labels and plastic) and then pour soil
on top to “mound” a bed. Make the
bed at least 8-12 inches deep.
Amend with mushroom compost,
chicken manure, oak leaves, etc. as
desired. To retain the most water
possible, mulch with 3-4 inches of
hardwood or cedar mulch.
Hardwood mulch is preferred, it
seems to last longer. (Natural color
mulch only, no mulches that have
been “dyed” red, or black or brown.)
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7. Water and irrigation. Water only in the evening or early morning. Plants can drink it in all
night long! Bees love it the next morning! Water new plants as needed, bi-weekly or weekly the
first year until established. Put your finger in 1-2 inches of the soil at the base of selected plants, if
it is dry, water! Set up *drip irrigation or soaker hoses with a “timer” for each hose. Timers
allow you to “walk away” and not worry about over watering. Make a map of your gardens, label
each garden area and create a watering schedule. M/W/F or T/TH/S or bi-weekly in the beginning.
Do not over water! Water deeply and then let the soil dry out. Water deeply again and let it dry out.
Plant roots will grow deeper and deeper, requiring less water over time. To keep new trees alive,
put out a 5-gallon (Lowes or Home Depot) bucket with a single nail hole in the bottom. Balance on
several rocks so it will not clog. Fill it up once a week in spring and fall and twice a week in
summer. A slow drip will allow the tree to slowly absorb the water without having it “run off”.
8. Time to plant: It’s early spring or late fall. You build a garden bed with good soil and drip
irrigation or a soaker hose ready to put into place. You know the sun requirements. You’ve made a
list of plants for each garden based on sunlight requirements, you’ve studied up on each plant’s
size at maturity and will be able to space the young plants accordingly. Know nurseries where you
can find the plant you want. Purchase your plants when it’s time to plant. Water the bed before
planting to help reduce shock.
Plant tallest plants first. Put trees or tall shrubs in strategic spots. The tallest also means those
trees or shrubs who “will” be tallest in a couple of years! Make them the focal point for their area
of the garden. Next, plant a group of medium height shrubs in front of a focal point, spaced at least
2-3 feet apart. They will be “large” eventually. Last, place several groups of small shrubs or
annuals in front. (A group is at least 3.) Bees like large groups of small flowers. Mulch, mulch, and
more mulch to reduce watering. It is so worth the effort.
Bees love and benefit from volumes of the flowers, so think big brush strokes. Lots of color and
variety. Keep records of all the plants you add, learn their names by sight! Year two, plant more of
the plants you think did the best job for your bees. Go out each morning with a cup of coffee and
see what bees are doing! Year one is a learning experience, year two is a pleasant surprise, year
three is awesome! RG
There are three hyperlinks in this article that greatly enhance its value to the reader which are displayed here again
for your convenience and use:
Attracting Bees: https://tngaustin.com/wp-content/uploads/Bee-Handout-NEW.pdf
Native and Adapted Landscape
Plants: https://www.austintexas.gov/watershed_protection/publications/document.cfm?id=198301
Soil Test: https://agrilifeextension.tamu.edu/library/gardening/testing-your-soil-how-to-collect-and-send-samples/

Editor Note: Rachel is a Creative Content Developer, owner of Rachel Glass Design; she is a
Bell County Master Gardner, and among other things a Beekeeper. She lives in Ding Dong
(yes there is too such a place) where she keeps her bees and her Bee Garden (not beer garden).
And she is good natured enough to let me say all this stuff (and not kill me). JO
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Quinn Bramwell, My Journey as a Recipient
Hi, my name is Quinn Bramwell. I am one of the 2019 WCABA Scholarship
recipients and have had a great time in the program. Although I am sad that it’s
coming to a close, I have had an amazing time in the program and would like to
share some of the things I’ve learned on my journey as a recipient.
At the very beginning of the program, I had no clue what I was about to go
through. After hammering our boxes and frames together during a WCABA
meeting, our first day on the job was out at Bost Farm. It was pouring rain, but
in spite of that we were still able to learn about our equipment, such as the hive
tool, bee brush, and smoker. The nucs had just been delivered and the bees
were not too happy with the rain. The sun came out the next day, which was
great, so we met as a group again. The experience was magical - different from
anything I had done before. We moved our nuc frames into our 8-frame brood
box. Bees were buzzing everywhere, and it was a combination of both fear and
excitement.
We later moved the hives from the Bost Farm to the
Georgetown Heritage Gardens where inspections
became routine every couple of weeks. Then came the
day that we had to tackle the Varroa Destructor varroa mites, that is, the other inhabitant of the
beehive. First, we had to test the levels of mites in a
cup of bees with alcohol to make sure that there were
enough varroa mites present to warrant a treatment.
Due to a high mite count, we used Apiguard, a
substance that kills the mites to bring their levels
down. Once that was done, we continued on with the
inspection and later treated again.
The next big event was what everyone had been
waiting for - honey extraction. We started at the apiary
to pull the frames from the hive, then we brought them
to the honey house at the Bost Farm. The honey house
was a place where we all learned to extract honey and
later extracted several more times. The extraction
process started by uncapping the frames. The next step
required using the extractor to spin the honey out of the
frames - this took a lot of muscle the first time - later
we were lucky enough to use the electric extractor. The
next step was to then strain all of the capping’s and
other debris out of the honey. And finally, we had a
blast bottling the now clean honey. We gave a lot of
honey away and sold a lot too - everyone loved it and
was very impressed with the accomplishment.

Quinn Bramwell - Recipient

Group instruction on equipment & protective gear

Results of Extracting at the Bost Honey House

Although my journey with the WCABA Scholarship has come to an end, I feel that my journey in
beekeeping is just beginning. My family now has two small apiaries with a total of 7 Langstroth hives
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and 1 top bar hive. This is a picture of us installing 5 new nucs this past Spring. My Dad and I named
our hives after our favorite rock bands so we could keep track of which was which in our bee journals.

Including our scholarship hive, we harvested almost 250 pounds of honey in July. It took a lot of work
but was so incredibly rewarding.
I would like to thank Jimmie Oakley and Randy Oakley for all the help, patience, mentorship and time
they have given to us scholarship recipients over the 18 months. I would also like to thank the WCABA
for the opportunity. You have given me a real gift that has changed my life. I love being a beekeeper,
working through the challenges (as Randy says “it depends…”) and I hope to do my part in saving the
bees and helping others understand the incredibly important role they play in our world.
Warmest Regards,
Quinn Bramwell
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Scholarship Recipients Make Fall Splits
The 2020 Scholarship Recipients made their Fall splits in the beeyard at the Georgetown Community Garden
on Saturday morning August 22nd under the direction of Randy Oakley, Program Mentor
All were present at the Garden at
9AM for the live demonstration of the
technique developed to make this a
successful part of the ongoing
curriculum that makes up the
Sustainable Apiary for Central Texas.
The Scholarship Recipients extracted
honey from the hives (as reported) last
month and all of the hives were given
four weeks of treatment with Apiguard
(thymol gel) to reduce the number of
Varroa mites active in the hive going
Gathering for the live demonstration at the Garden
into the Fall/Winter season.
Fall queens that were ordered from California had arrived precipitating the next step in the process.
Randy gave a step by step presentation of what needed to be done, emphasizing the why and wherefore
so all would understand what was needed and why. The youngsters then broke up into teams with assist
from parents to undertake the task at hand.
Each hive was inventoried for resources and decisions were made as to how to divide what was available

Emily considers frames to be included in the split

Garrett transfers brood frames to the box for the piggyback split

for the spilt. Sealed brood was not as plentiful, but each hive had plenty of sealed honey.
Pollen supplement has been provided where needed to help in the buildup.
At the end of the two-hour session all was completed with a piggyback nuc sitting on top of the double
brood chamber of the parent hive.
There will be another check of the hive at the next gathering to assure the old queen is in the right place
and then a new fall queen will be offered to the split (piggyback) on top.
Stay tuned !!!
Jimmie Oakley – Scholarship Chair

Making Vertical (Piggy Back) Splits in the Scholarship Beeyard

Busy Beekeepers Working their Bees !

All Finished, Splits made, Awaiting Queen

Randy's demo starts with three story hive

Excluder placed above parent colony

Breaking the hive apart to discover resources

Position Piggyback Split on Top

Finished Split w/all Necessary Ingredients

Okay, All ready for Queen next time

What I do for you !!
I know you have all read, and familiarize yourself with, the Constitution and By- Laws of the
WILLIAMSON COUNTY AREA BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION.
When we all meet again there may be a quiz and great prizes !! Then again,
maybe not.
Let us review together the BY-LAWS Section II, Duties of Officers.
Well, how about just “e” ?, because that is all about the duties of the secretary,
and it is the most riveting of reads !
e. The secretary shall keep the minutes of the meetings of the association and of
the Executive Board and publish the minutes in a newsletter. He or she shall
carry on the correspondence of the association. The Secretary will keep a copy Gillian Mattinson - Secretary
of the constitution and by-laws. The constitution and by-laws will be provided
to any new member of the executive committee or membership. The constitution and by-laws will be
posted on the website for view of the general public.
There you go. I knew you would enjoy it !! Let me inform you of what the fun part about being the
secretary is. As secretary you also get to see the inner workings of the association, and of the other
board members in action. Boy, we are lucky to have an active, eclectic group of people to serve you.
Prior to attendance at the bimonthly board meetings an agenda is developed. It may not be the role of
the secretary to keep things on track during the meeting, but I feel compelled to do so. It also helps to
have plenty of chewy and hard boiled candy at hand ! The main role is to maintain a record of the
meetings, both the monthly members meeting and the Board meeting. I ‘m sorry to report I have not
been very diligent in recording our virtual meetings, but I will rectify this I promise!!
As a board member I get to assist in the exploration of a new grant or scholarship program, how to
best service you, our membership, and a voice in equipment purchase and a whole lot of other
wonderful stuff. It was also a great experience to help with the bee distribution this year, mind you
don’t have to be a secretary to do that, just volunteer.
OK, so who is interested in being the next WCABA secretary ? Don’t all rush at once ! :)
The title implies I do it for you, but actually it’s fun to be part of this group….I do it for myself too!!
Kind regards,
Gillian Mattinson
WCABA

Specialty License Plate

Help Our Honey Bees .
Get your specialized license plate from the DMV. Available Sept 1st 2020
$22 of the License Fee will go directly to the Texas Honey Bee Education Association
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